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Szymon Klemba: Use of Railway Transport in Poland in 

Comparison to Other European Countries

The use of passenger railway transport in Poland and oth-

er European countries was compared in the article. Generally 

accessible statistical data EUROSTAT relating to rail transport 

operation indicators and basic characteristics of particular 

countries were used. The scope of collected data, on which 

the analysis to use railway in passenger transport was con-

ducted, was outlined. Basing on the analysis of collected sta-

tistical data referring to rail transport, aggregated for partic-

ular countries, the basic factors that characterize the railway 

transport performance were compared. The indicators for 

transport demands were de! ned and then compared with 

the ones functioning in particular countries. Furthermore, 

local conditions were characterized, i.e. population density 

and rail network density. Then an indicator assessment of 

rail transport operation in European countries was set on 

the background of Polish conditions. It was concluded that 

in comparison to selected European countries, the use of rail 

transport in Poland is insu"  cient. There were pointed out ar-

eas where actions should be taken in order to improve this 

situation and barriers that can jeopardize this improvement.

Keywords: railway transport, passenger transport, trans-

port performance

Jarosław Moczarski: Research of Semi-Automatic Wag-

on Shunting Control System PSR-1

The article deals with the automation process of wag-

on shunting on marshalling yards. The need to modernize 

existing automatic wagon shunting systems, maintaining 

the required level of safety as well as the e# ectiveness of 

the station operation, is pointed out. The semi-automatic 

wagon shunting control system PSR-1, which is described, 

is a modi! ed version of automatic wagon shunting sys-

tems (asr) already operated on marshalling yards and big 

shunting yards on the PKP PLK S.A. – managed network. 

The construction and scope of the system application are 

described. Moreover, advantages resulting from adopted 

modular structure in the modernization process of shunt-

ing yards’ infrastructure are outlined. The range and results 

of that system research carried out by the Railway Research 

Institute are presented.

Keywords: marshalling yards, shunting control system of 

decoupled wagons

Janusz Poliński: Intermodal Transport Subsystems. 

Part II – Bimodal Subsystem

The article presents various technical solutions of bi-mod-

al subsystem, which is one of intermodal transport elements. 

The existing technical solutions, which are used practically in 

operation are described and constructions which were limi-

ted to a prototype construction or merely a conceptual de-

sign are mentioned. The directions of conceptual work car-

ried out in Poland relating to this subsystem are described 

and its advantages and disadvantages are characterized. 

Keywords: intermodal transport, subsystem, terminals, 

railway wagons

Piotr Tokaj: Wear of Brake Friction Pairs on Selected 

Types of Rail Vehicles

The article features tests that composite brake blocks of rail-

way vehicles are subject to undergo in order to be placed into 

service in domestic and international tra"  c in compliance with 

the UIC regulations. The tests results examining the wear of vari-

ous friction materials were compared and listed during opera-

tional tests taking into account the friction material wear as well 

as the wheel or the brake disc. Due to their properties and non- 

substitutability with cast-iron blocks used so far, a detailed de-

scription of phenomena appearing during type K brake blocks 

operation (increased friction coe"  cient) was presented.

Keywords: railway vehicle, friction pair, brake shoes

Iwona Wróbel: Integration of Railway Public Transport 

in the Aspect of Train Connections in Minor Stations

On the example of three hub stations Dęblin, Szczecinek 

and Zbąszynek, there was presented an analysis of train 

connections as an element of railway passenger transport 

integration. The overview of historical data from old train 

timetables (2014/15 and 2015/16 editions) and the current 

binding timetable (rjp 2016/17) allowed the assessment of 

such basic parameters as the number of inter-voivodship 

trains, the number of connections to destinations de! ned 

in the Transport Plan, the average waiting time and average 

connection time for these hub stations and particular desti-

nations. Outlining the trends of changes allowed assessing 

the railway transport o# er performed in public service.

Keywords: railway passenger transport, railway tra"  c or-

ganisation, public collective transport, train connections, 

junction station
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Andrzej Zbieć: Causes of Uneven Wear of Wheelsets in 

Wagons

The article describes reasons of uneven wear of wheel-

sets in freight cars (wagons) which are caused by interaction 

of various factors, such as the kind of running gear, material 

defects, wagon geometry, incorrect springing adjustment 

(compression of suspensions), incorrect body / bogie con-

nection and others connected with wagon maintenance. 

These reasons may have di# erent impact on the uneven 

wear of wheelsets in wagons, they may appear separately 

or together, may overlap and consequently cause either an 

intensi! cation of its symptoms or their counteraction.

Keywords: transport, freight car, gear, wheelset, running 

gear, wheel, wear of wheelset

Magdalena Garlikowska: Railway Research Institute as 

Accredited Inspection Body

The article features information concerning the fact 

that the Safety Assessment Centre at the Railway Research 

Institute was accredited as an inspection body in risk as-

sessment. There were described issues connected with the 

management of changes introduced to the railway system 

a# ecting the safety of the railway tra"  c. Requirements 

were outlined which the Institute has to meet as an accred-

ited inspection body and tasks undertaken in this area.

Keywords: accreditation, safety, signi! cant change, risk as-

sessment

Iwona Wróbel: Scienti% c Seminars in the Railway Re-

search Institute in the Second Quarter of 2017

The cycle of scienti! c seminars run in the Railway Research 

Institute for several years focuses on railway transport prob-

lems. The aim of these meetings is to disseminate knowledge 

concerning innovative solutions and opportunities of their 

practical applications as well as the exchange of experience 

in new technologies development. The article features the 

range of issues discussed during four seminars carried out in 

the second quarter of 2017. The speeches made in the period 

between April and June referred mainly to timetables and 

integrated tari#  systems, tests of railway vehicles and railway 

bridges as well as the problem of noise in the railway sector. 

Keywords: scienti! c seminar, transportation o# er, com-

mercial tari# , timetable, research program, rail vehicle, roll-

ing stock, railway bridge, engineering buildings, noise

Iwona Wróbel: Joint Rail Ticket – Conference with Rail-

way Research Institute’s Participation

The article contains information on an international 

conference „Joint Rail Ticket” which was held in Warsaw on 

15 September 2017 with the Institute’s participation. Issues 

connected with the ticket integration were outlined. More-

over, the Traveller Package o# er, which is the ! rst step to 

introduce the Joint Rail Ticket System in Poland, was pre-

sented.

Keywords: transportation o# er, passenger, international 

conference

Artur Rojek: DC High Speed Circuit Breakers in Rail 

Transport

The monograph examines the construction and prin-

ciple of operation of DC high-speed circuit breakers (HSCB). 

There are described various breakers constructions, how 

their basic elements are built and how they operate, par-

ticularly as regards drives, triggers, arcing chambers and 

magnetic blowout devices. Special attention was drawn to 

HSCB parameters such as opening and arcing times as well 

as their possibility to switch o#  critical currents. Another 

important issue described in the monograph is the coor-

dination of short-circuit protection in the traction vehicle 

– traction substation set. In the chapter relating to these 

problems there were presented, inter alia, test results of 

breaking selectivity while applying various HSCB types. 

Moreover, there were outlined issues related to the oc-

currence of short circuits in DC circuits of electric traction 

power supply systems, HSCB modeling, legal and norma-

tive requirements that high-speed breakers have to meet 

due to their place of installation, parameters and breaking 

methods. Two chapters are dedicated to the description of 

DC breaking process and its accompanying phenomena 

as well as external factors impact on the discharge arc and 

switching overvoltage. Furthermore, the in* uence of other 

equipment on the short circuit current and its switching o#  

by a high-speed breaker was presented. The monograph is 

complemented with a description and an overview of HSCB 

parameters used in the rail transport in Poland and Europe. 

It also covers the history of high-speed breakers, starting 

with T. Edison’s patent, through magnetic blowout break-

ers to ultrafast breakers that use semiconductors and the 

counter* ow breaking method.

Keywords: high-speed circuit breaker, short circuits, arc 

voltage, coordination of protection, critical currents, break-

ing times
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